Integrated Process
Plan:
Step One: Use this set of processes during the time before treatment begins. We will get
a program to use during treatment once we know what that is and for how long.
Reality Statements to set the outcome is the core of the program. That chosen outcome
becomes Plan A.

Reality Statements:
1. The answers I committed to find in order to heal multiple past traumas have
been found and accomplished.
2. All contracts for healing have been fulfilled, celebrated and released.
3. I solidly stand in my truth of authority and designer of All Good.
4. My physical bodysuit has quickly aligned to the resonance of stability, wellness,
vibrancy, and long life on this planet.

Protocol:
Anchor the Reality Statements with the Reality Shift and Brain Balance
Feed the body with vibrancy of the new choices
Clear the negative "dust" quickly and effectively

Application:
1. Do at least one of the Statements in the Reality Shift twice a day
2. Brain balance with the Reality Shift, walk, or dance
3. Apollo Neuro daily, use the settings with glyphs that call to you
4. Zeolite drops, 3-5 drops 3 times a day in plenty of water
5. EFT to remove negative 'dust' from dimensions 4 and above
6. Send the color needed into the body and body systems with your imagination and/or
by coloring a drawn picture

Galactic Glyphs for Your Program

We are declaring energetic
designs for THE Outcome of
DIVINE HARMONICS OF
GOOD for your Life and
Bodies.

Glyphs, symbols, numbers, and
colors translate the words of the
Reality Statements into language
that is understood in the higher
regions we call Spirit.
How to use the Law of
Manifestation through this
protocol.
• Cut the galactic glyphs apart.
• You can carry them in your purse,
pocket, place on a shelf, etc.
• If you have a vibrational product
such as the Apollo, you can place
the glyph within the frequencies
field.
• Or, you can place the Glyph under
clear quartz crystals.
They will broadcast anywhere, alter,
pocket, window, desk, etc.
You and all you love are held within
these vibrations.

